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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
RECOVERING FULL REPAIR COSTS OF INDOT
INFRASTRUCTURE DAMAGED BY MOTOR
VEHICLE CRASHES
Introduction
There are approximately 4,000 instances per year that require
infrastructure located along right-of-way maintained by the
Indiana Department of Transportation (INDOT) to be replaced
or repaired due to motor vehicle crashes. This infrastructure
includes guardrail, cable barriers, crash attenuators, lighting
structures, signs, bridges, culverts, fences, traffic signals, pave-
ment, and site earthwork re-grading to restore proper roadway
drainage. A common example of infrastructure damage is shown
in Figure 1. The guard rail pictured was damaged in early 2010
and subsequently repaired in the spring of 2010.
In the spring of 2009, Seymour District Traffic Systems
Engineer Ed Cox and Professor Darcy Bullock conducted a
preliminary screening of INDOT’s cost recovery process and
drafted a research need statement. In the fall of 2009, research
project SPR-3411 was initiated with Purdue University to assess
the fiscal effectiveness of INDOT recovering the full repair costs
associated with repairing infrastructure damaged by motor
vehicles. As part of the SPR-3411 project, Purdue surveyed all
50 states on their reimbursement practice and received responses
from 41 states. Follow-up email and phone calls with 13 states and
a webinar on September 15, 2010 provided opportunities to clarify
details on best practices used by other states and to begin to
synthesize those recommendations.
In addition to reviewing practices of other states, the research
team consulted a variety of INDOT stakeholders, including Unit
Foreman, District Staff, District Highway Maintenance Directors,
Central Office Accounting Staff, and Deputy Commissioners to
conduct a top-to-bottom assessment of INDOT practices and
develop consensus on what practices would be most appropriate
for Indiana. These consensus ideas were then further vetted by the
research team through a series of field visits to crash sites, review
of internal paperwork associated with those crashes, and analysis
of invoicing timelines and collection rates.
Findings
Based upon detailed examination of INDOT processes and best
practices used by other states, it is estimated that there is an
opportunity to improve collections by two million dollars to four
million dollars annually by:
1. More effectively associating vehicle crash reports with crash
damaged infrastructure;
2. Reducing the time between a crash and when an invoice is
sent to the responsible party;
3. Ensuring that invoices reflect the fully-loaded repair cost;
4. Improving documentation sent to responsible party to
reduce write-downs.
Implementation Recommendations
Based upon the review of internal INDOT procedures and best
practices used by other states, the report makes the following
recommendations:
N Deploy a state-wide law enforcement crash damage tagging
system that will immediately associate crash damaged
infrastructure to a crash report (see Figure 2). The tagging
system will document the crash report identification number,
crash date/time, and inspecting agency. This will reduce
uncertainty when determining the responsible party. A pilot
deployment of this program was conducted in early January
2011 along I-65 between Indianapolis and Lafayette.
N Develop partnerships with local agencies to extend the
tagging system at a local level.
N Revise the state crash report title from ‘‘Damage to State
Property’’ to ‘‘Damage to Public Sector Property.’’
N Consider adding an additional field to the Roadway Damage
tag (Figure 2) for license plate numbers, so that in situations
where no crash report is filed, such as for fuel spills or vehicle
fires, the license plate number can serve as a tracking
mechanism for the state to identify the responsible party.
N Develop an improved INDOT form for documenting crash
repair costs (internally referred to as an M54). A revised M54
was drafted as part of this study and is included in the
technical report referenced at the end of this technical
Figure 1. Crash site on I-65 adjacent to mile marker 193.4
with approximately $1,600 in direct repair costs. Top: before
repair. Bottom: after repair. Figure 2. Damage to State Property tag.
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summary. Ideally, this would be a web based form that
supports digital photo uploads.
N INDOT maintenance crews (or the contractor) should
document the crash damage by taking a photograph with a
time stamp and GPS location recorded. These photographs
help in resolving claims disputes with insurance companies
regarding extent of damage and thus reduce write-downs.
N Upon determining responsible parties, a notification letter
should be sent to the insurance company and driver of a
pending invoice to repair crash damaged infrastructure.
N As part of the repair invoice, an overhead and/or adminis-
tration fee should be collected by INDOT to cover the
preparation and processing costs to invoice responsible
parties. In May 2011, INDOT implemented an overhead
fee of 28 %.
N INDOT staff using the ARIES crash reporting system should
be trained to query on more than just the ‘‘damage to state
property’’ field. The first of these training sessions was
conducted on March 25, 2001, and should be continued on a
regular basis.
N An organizational chart/document should be created at the
district level to identify task owners for each phase of the
crash repair recovery process. An overall process owner
should be identified at the state level to oversee district
processes and the overall cost recovery process.
N There is broad misconception among INDOT staff regarding
where the funds from insurance reimbursement go. Perhaps a
short article for an internal INDOT newsletter could help
clarify how insurance claims are in fact returned to INDOT
and why the timely processing of M54 forms benefit the
districts.
N On a quarterly basis, tabulate four performance measures to
evaluate the crash repair cost recovery process at the district
and state level. These performance measures are as follows:
N Elapsed time between crash date and completion of the M54;
N Elapsed time between the completed M54 and the invoice
date;
N Elapsed time between the invoice date and the collection date;
N Average % of invoiced amount collected.
N Evaluate INDOT processes and contracting procedures to
determine if the guardrail repair contracts can be revised to
require the contractor to invoice the insurance company to
collect reimbursement. In cases where a contractor could not
collect from an insurance company or responsible individual,
INDOT would pay those costs.
N INDOT currently has 9 or 10 guardrail repair contracts. It
may be appropriate to assess if there are opportunities to
consolidate effort and reduce the number of guardrail repair
contracts.
Joint Transportation Research Program Technical Report FHWA/IN/JTRP-2011/08 2
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Study Background
The Indiana Department of Transportation
(INDOT) maintains approximately 8,146 miles of state
roads; 3,107 miles of US routes; and 1,089 miles of
interstate. In 2009, there were 1,300 crashes along
INDOT-maintained right-of-way where the crash
reports indicated damage to state property. It is
important for INDOT to document crashes resulting
in damage to state property (DSP) and identify the
responsible parties to invoice them for the full cost of
the repairs.
The state property is repaired either within house
staff, or subcontracted by INDOT. State property that
is typically damaged in motor vehicle crashes includes,
but is not limited to: bridges, cable-median barrier
(CMB), crash attenuators, landscaping, guardrail, ITS
equipment, light poles, right-of-way fences, signs, and
traffic light poles. The repair cost for damaged property
varies depending on the type and age of the property,
and the extent of damage. The components of the
repair costs typically include the equipment, labor,
materials, maintenance of traffic, and clean-up needed
to restore the infrastructure to its original state.
Figure 1.1 illustrates an instance of damage to state
property. The cost to repair or replace the DSP is borne
either by the driver or in most cases the driver’s
insurance company. However, for a large number of
DSP cases, INDOT bears the repair costs when a crash
report is not associated to the damage, the full repair
costs are not invoiced, or the invoiced offender or
insurance company does not pay.
From January 1st 2008 to March 17th, 2009, Indiana,
collected about 51% ($1.8 Million) of the total invoiced
amount ($3.5 Million), Figure 1.2. Of the $1.26 Million
invoiced in 2008 only $840K (66%) was recovered. For
2009, only 43% of the amount invoiced was recovered.
Aged invoices are still being collected with some being
held up in legal negotiations. This is the case with the
$600,000 crane collision that occurred in 2009. A survey
of peer state crash repair cost recovery processes found
an average collection percentage of 74%, placing
Indiana below this average in 2008 and 2009.
1.2. Study Objectives
This study seeks to address the cost recovery gap
with a focus to:
N increasing the percent of invoices collected
N more effectively associating vehicle crash reports with
crash damaged infrastructure
N reduce the process time between crash date and invoice
for repair
N ensure that invoices reflect the fully-loaded cost of repair
The percent of invoices collected refers to the dollar
amount collected versus the dollar amount invoiced.
The invoiced amount is the fee billed to the responsible
party to cover the costs to repair state property
damage. The fully-loaded repair costs include labor
and equipment to investigate the crash site, repair and
clean-up damage, process the M54 documents, and
process the invoice.
1.3. Preview of Recovery Process Evaluation
The time interval from between crash date to
issuance of invoice, and ultimately to collection of
invoice payment is expected to decrease if the reimbur-
sement or crash repair cost recovery process initiated
when the maintenance crew identified DSP. Figure 1.3
shows the general timeline to recover the repair cost for
state property damage. There is a higher probability
that a crash report can associated to a damaged
infrastructure when the approximate crash date is
known. Immediate association to a crash report is
possible if the investigating law enforcement officer
where to tag the damage with crash report information.
Figure 1.1: Example of damage to state property –
guardrail requiring $2,451 in repair costs.
Figure 1.2: Indiana invoice and collection performance
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The current documentation procedure utilizes a
crash documentation/estimation form identified by
INDOT as form M54 (see Figure 1.4). Form M54
provides an itemized list of the repair costs to be
invoiced to the driver and insurance company.
Maintenance crews periodically drive state maintained
routes to identify and inspect DSP. Based on this
current practice, this report reviewed the possibility that
the M54 begin when the maintenance crews observe
damage. It was determined that the M54 report date
occurred around four months after the crash date. The
M54 is used to not only document the repair costs, but
to provide justification to recover repair costs. It is
expected that a higher invoice collection percentage will
be realized as the time between the crash and M54 dates
decrease. This decrease in processing time would
ultimately decrease the overall time between the crash
and invoice date.
1.4. Improving Internal Operations
There are limited metrics used within the state to
evaluate the performance of the crash repair recovery
process. Performance measures have been evaluated
that identify practices which can lead to an increase
invoice collections. These tools can be applied by
district staff at various phases of the recovery process.
Although each district has a person identified to
perform the cost recovery task, there needs to be single
point of contact responsible for the overall process at
the state level. This person could coordinate the use of
performance measures at a state lever to increase
efficiency and collections.
1.5. Organization of this Report
The challenges to meet the goals of this study are
developed in Chapter 2. The current processes are
evaluated in Chapter 3 and the practices of other
agencies are discussed in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 compiles
the evaluation and analysis from Chapters 2 – 4 to
recommend field practices for INDOT. Competitive
outsourcing is discussed in Chapter 6, and final
recommendations are provided in Chapter 7.
CHAPTER 2. MOTIVATION
Approximately 190,000 crashes are documented in
Indiana each year with approximately 2–3% involving
DSP (see Table 2.1). It is a challenge to filter through
the crash reports to find those with DSP. There are
additional difficulties to recover reimbursements,
decrease the recovery process time, and quantify the
true repair costs; these challenges are discussed in this
chapter.
2.1. Properly Identifying Crash Reports with Damage
to State Property
The 2009 crash database identifies 4,010 occurrences
of damage to state property marked as indicated by a
‘‘yes’’ under ‘‘State Property’’ in the crash report
(Figure 2.3). However, this excludes several reports of
crashes that might have caused damaged to infrastruc-
ture for which the DSP indicated. The query procedures
were evaluated to identify opportunities to find more
crash reports with DSP. There are 79 fields of the crash
report that can be queried in ARIES, a database where
all motor vehicle crash reports are recorded as seen in
Figure 2.1. Figure 2.2 shows an example of DSP where
the state property indicator box of the crash report was
left blank as seen in Figure 2.3. The ‘‘state property
indicator’’ query field corresponds to the ‘‘state
property indicator’’ box on page one of the crash
report as shown in Figure 2.3 and is commonly used to
identify the crashes with DSP. Although state property
is not indicated, the crash report narrative states ‘‘the
semi then jack-knifed and landed on top of the west
guardrail’’ (Figure 2.4). Furthermore, the field titled
‘‘collision with’’ on page 3 of the crash report
(Figure 2.5) identifies that the vehicle hit ‘‘guardrail
face.’’ In instances such as this, the ‘‘state property
indicator’’ box on the crash report is improperly left
blank, which would be a missed opportunity to
associate DSP with a crash report. This crash example
on I65 at MM ,193.4 shows the potential to identify
crashes involving DSP that are being excluded based on
the ‘‘state property’’ indicator filter
Figure 1.3: Timeline milestones for the crash repair cost recovery process
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2.1.1. Investigating Crash Reports with Potential
Damage to State Property
One task in the study was to investigate crashes
where the ‘‘state property’’ indicator on the crash report
had been erroneously left blank and therefore jeopar-
dized efforts to associate specific damage to reported
crashes. The INDOT Traffic Management Center
(TMC) staff ran a query on the crash database that
identified such crash reports that had the state property
indicator left blank, but reported a motor vehicle
hitting the guardrail, bridgerail, guardrail end, or
Figure 1.4: An example of Form M54
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guardrail face. Because this query is typically not run by
districts, these crash reports would normally not be
identified. Only crash reports that indicated significant
damage might have occurred were visited, as seen on
Table 2.2.
It was found that there were 65 instances of crash
repairs or state property damage worth an estimated
repair cost of $89,000 over the 3K month interval. The
crash sites with DSP and their repair cost estimates are
presented in Table 2.3. The repair quantities were
determined using engineering judgment based on the
type of property damaged and the extent of damage or
repair assessed visually. For each damage site, the
repair amount was calculated by applying the
Crawfordsville guardrail maintenance contract line
item fees and counting the estimated repair quantities.
The reports of all crashes that had occurred at the
approximate location of the repair site were examined
to determine if the damage could be attributed to
another crash report. The crash locations with asterisks
have had their repair estimate verified by INDOT
personnel.
Figure 2.1: The ARIES web interface
Figure 2.2: Guardrail property damage and repair; crash
at I65 MM ,193.4
TABLE 2.1:










65 3,585 433 12%
69 1,975 284 14%
74 775 130 17%
70 1,454 200 14%
64 542 51 9%
465 1,649 162 10%
469 149 22 15%
865 32 6 19%
265 126 12 10%
All Interstates 10,287 1,300 13%
All Indiana Roads 189,835 4,010 2%
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After performing this investigation, nine 2009 M54s
of state property repair costs were received from Fort
Wayne to associate to crash reports. Using the two
queries described in this section, six crashes were
matched (Table 2.4). Their total cost of repair is
approximately $13,000. The confidence level is the
measure of certainty that the crash report is associated
to the correct state property damage. It varies accord-
ing the number of crash reports similar to the crash
scene and location.
Figure 2.3: Crash report page 1 of I65 MM ,193.4
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2.2. Collections on Invoiced Accounts
The goal for INDOT regarding DSP crash repair
cost recovery is to have 100% collected of the amount
invoiced. Based upon the DSP accounting database,
INDOT collected 66% in 2008 and 43% in 2009 of the
invoiced amount. As seen in Figure 2.6, there is a large
difference between total invoice amounts and amounts
collected.
Figure 2.4: Crash report page 2 of I65 MM ,193.4
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2.3. Reducing Lag Time in the Crash Repair Cost
Recovery Processes
A principal challenge faced in the DSP repair cost
recovery process is the lengthy and highly variable time
spent on processing the DSP cases to yield an invoice.
As shown in Figure 2.7, this ranges from approximately
0 to 1302 days. Some factors contributing to the
variation in time are the differences in administration
practices at the districts: at certain districts, the
processing beings when DSP is first observed, at other
districts it begins when the crash report arrives or after
the repairs. Figure 2.8 shows the time between a
Figure 2.5: Crash report page 3 of I65 MM ,193.4
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completed M54 and an invoice ranges from approxi-
mately 5 days to 930 days. The potential monetary
losses resulting from a lengthy processing time are
shown from the following insurance dispute example as
described by INDOT central office staff:
‘‘I got a call from Hanover insurance for an accident that
occurred 1/29/09, amount of invoice is $1,641.06. Their
insured is challenging the damage that is being billed, saying
that the pictures do not represent what the guard rail looked
like after his accident. The pictures were taken 07/20/09 – (6
months after the date of the accident).’’
The consequences of the half-year delay in photo-
graphing the crash site resulted in a settlement for half
the invoice amount. INDOT central office staff states
this pending result:
‘‘The insurance company is willing to settle the claim for K
the amount of the invoice which is $820. Or they will need
something to prove that their insured did all the damage and
an explanation why it took 6 months to get pictures/fixed.’’
The duration for M54 processing is not strongly
correlated to the amount of the invoice or size.
Figure 2-9
Figure 2.9 indicates there is no significant relation-
ship between the invoice amount and the time M54
processing time.
An example of a lengthy M54 processing time is
shown in Figure 2.10. The M54 was processed approxi-
mately 2K years after the crash date, thus it was
difficult to identify the repair costs or repair date.
According to the crash reports (Figure 2.11,
Figure 2.12, and Figure 2.13), this crash appeared to
have significant DSP. Thus INDOT obviously missed
an opportunity to obtain reimbursement.
2.4. Associating the State Property Damage to a
Crash Report
Interstate highways commonly have crashes invol-
ving state property. In 2009, there were approximately
1,300 DSP crashes along interstates. These accounted
Figure 2.6: DSP reimbursement amount collected/uncollected for invoices billed January 2008 – March 2010 year for all
INDOT routes (n53,152)
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for over 25% of the total highway DSP crashes that
year. This is expected due to the dominant share of
vehicle-miles traveled on these routes. Also, along an
interstate section, there are certain locations that are
prone to a greater number of crashes: bridges, weaving
sections, and curves. Additionally, there are certain
times of the year when more crashes occur compared to
other times: snow, rain, and windy weather periods. A
crash often generates secondary crashes upstream, thus
causing several crashes within close proximity of each
other in a short amount of time. It has been observed
from crash statistics that cable-median barrier and
guardrail often result in multiple crashes with potential
DSP in close proximity as shown Figure 2.14.
In the example shown in Figure 2.15, three M54s
were created for damage caused by one crash. Multiple
M54s create a challenge when interacting with insur-
ance companies and often result in only the first M54
being paid by the insurance company
The effort needed to associate a crash report
increases as more time passes and as more secondary
crashes occur. The M54 for a repair is not reimbursed
when there is uncertainty who was the responsible
party. Such uncertainty is exacerbated when there is
conflicting information on the crash report (see
example in Figure 2.16). An improved system associat-
ing crash reports to damage at the crash site would
increase the association rate and number of invoices.
2.5. Invoicing Full Repair Costs for Crash-Damaged
State Infrastructure
With a median invoice of $419, we believe Indiana
does not collect the fully-loaded cost of repairing DSP.
Key components of crash repair recovery excluded in
the repair costs are the labor spent identifying and
investigating crashes with DSP, associating a crash
Figure 2.7: Lag time from date of crash to the date the M54 is created based on invoices sent in February and March of
2010 (n5876)
TABLE 2.2:
Potential sites with DSP crash reports with state property
indicator left blank (1/1/2010 – 4/10/2010)




Crawfordsville 72 64 14
Fort Wayne 56 34 12
Greenfield 125 38 10
LaPorte 49 20 6
Seymour 108 60 22
Vincennes 16 3 1
TOTAL 426 219 65
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TABLE 2.3:
Repair estimate summary ($88,903) from Purdue site investigation (1/1/2010 – 4/10/2010)
a) Seymour District b) Crawfordsville District c) Fort Wayne District
Crash Location Cost Est Crash Location Cost Est Crash Location Cost Est
I64 113 EB $295 I74 58.0 W* $642 I469E 29 EB $840
I64 118 WB $2,700 I74 49.0 E* $4,927 I69 128 NB $676
I64 120.0 WB $2,700 I74 9 W * $526 I69 128 SB $297
I65 46.0 NB $430 I74 9 W * $823 I69 129 SB $430
I65 49F NB $430 I65 197.4* $2,852 I69 138 SB $430
I65 55.0 NB $676 I70 4 E* $1,270 I69 59 NB $430
I65 55.0 SB $1,239 I70 7 E* $1,955 I69 69 NB $2,110
I65 76 NB $430 SR46 Jeffers S* $263 I69 86 SB $2,700
I65 76(US31) NB $3,560 I65 148 N* $3,254 US27 100W SB $2,700
I65 76B 1NB $379 I65 175 S* $868 US30W @ 650W $2,110
I65 99 SB $1,434 I65 193 S* $1,580 US30W @ Oday Rd $379
I74 136.0 EB $594 SR32 SR47 W* $2,042 US35 @ 500W WB $3,130
I74 160.5 WB $512 US231 800 N* $2,451
I74 169 WB $727 I70 23 EB $493
I74 170 WB $430
SR135 Landmark Ave NB $2,700
SR265 7.4 WB $2,700
SR37 Old SR37 NB $594
SR446 Judah Rd SB $594
SR7 Main St NB $430
US50 @ CR410N WB $1,700
US50 Gatch Hill Rd WB $1,216
District Totals $26,470 $23,946 $16,232
d) Greenfield District e) LaPorte District f) Vincennes District
Crash Location Cost Est Crash Location Cost Est Crash Location Cost Est
I70 140 EB $2,700 I65 205 NB $688 SR56 NE Dubois Rd $2,700
I69 7 EB $447 I94 20.5 EB $1,700
I69 24 NB $2,700 SR8 @ 800E EB $478
I70 150 EB $215 SR23 @ Crumstown Hwy EB $526
I70 @ SR3 EB $192 US6 @ SR49 EB $2,700
I65 @ 128.4 NB $461 US41 @ 1200 S $482
I65 SB TO I465 EB $430
I70 89 EB $2,700
I74 113 EB $2,700
I465 5.4 WB $436
District Totals $12,981 $9,274 $2,700
TABLE 2.4:
2009 Fort Wayne repairs associated to crash reports by Purdue
2009 Fort Wayne Repairs - Crash Reports Queried by Purdue
Crash Report ID Crash Location Crash Date Repair Date Confidence Level Repair Cost
901026183 I69 59+80 12/21/2008 5/4/2009 Medium $610
901001602 I69 68+70 11/17/2008 5/4/2009 High $2,794
901087536 I69 63+35 4/5/2009 5/4/2009 High $3,498
901096907 SR9 106+38 4/22/2009 5/5/2009 High $2,869
901048601 SR15 39+75 1/23/2009 5/5/2009 High $2,589
900998631 US24 119+20 11/18/2008 5/5/2009 High $642
Total Repair Cost $13,003
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Figure 2.8: Lag time between the date the M54 is created and the invoice date based on invoices sent in February and March
of 2010 (n5876)
Figure 2.9: Fluctuation of invoice amount with time based on invoices sent in February and March of 2010 (n5919)
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report to damage, invoicing, overtime hours from
weekend repairs, and collection processes. The costs
of these tasks are not included because the labor is not
tracked per repair for those tasks, the tasks are not
specific to a repair site, or the labor is overlooked.
Work that can be itemized to a specific crash site is
defensible, easily documented, and generally accepted
by parties paying for the DSP. This type of work
includes the repair materials, equipment fees, labor
cost, and maintenance of traffic. For repairs carried out
in-house by INDOT staff, INDOT currently multiplies
the repair labor rate by 1.762 in order to account for the
Figure 2.10: Example M54 with long delay between crash date and M54 report
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benefits of the INDOT employee. Some peer states,
such as Michigan, include overhead and administration
costs to account for indirect repair costs (see worksheet
in Figure 2-17).
In addition to Michigan, the fees invoiced by other
peer states are in Table 2.5; the fees vary from 3 – 72%.
The core details of an M54 are the materials,
equipment, and labor. Figure 2.18 provides an example
of providing little detail of the crash repair. The
example correctly documents the contractor line item,
but further details would be desirable to document the
equipment, labor and material necessary.
Figure 2.11: M54 crash report #900651904 page 1
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2.6. Conclusions
This chapter described the challenges faced in addres-
sing the study objectives. The crash repair recovery
process is often delayed in both the M54 and invoice
processes. Obstacles to associating crash reports to DSP
include the delay in querying the database after the crash
occurs and the multiplicity of crashes happening within
close proximity of each other. Additional challenges are
that the crash database filter criteria restrict the crash
reports to be matched toDSP, and the fully-loaded repair
costs aren’t accounted. Opportunities to address these
challenges are discussed in Chapter 5.
Figure 2.12: M54 crash report #900651904 page 2
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CHAPTER 3. BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF
THE INDIANA CRASH DOCUMENTATION AND
DSP COST RECOVERY PROCESS
Indiana has a crash documentation process that
varies for each INDOT district. Also the state has an
invoicing and collections process managed through the
INDOT central office. Each district has developed
methods of searching crash reports and recording
repairs. This chapter describes INDOT’s current
processes and establishes a preliminary list of perfor-
mance measures for evaluation such as
Figure 2.13: M54 crash report #900651904 page 3
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Figure 2.14: Multiple cable-median barrier crashes within close proximity
Figure 2.15: Multiple M54s for one crash at I69 MM ,58.6
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N time duration between the crash and the M54 completion
date
N time duration between the M54 and the invoice date
N total dollar amount invoiced vs. total collected
N distribution of time invoiced aged receivables
The performance measures indicate trends, strengths,
and weaknesses of the current processes and practices.
3.1. Data Sources
The data used in this report was obtained from a
number of sources (Table 3.1). In 2007, the INDOT
central office began using PeopleSoft, a computer
software package to log the invoice balances and
collections. In the course of the study, there were
modifications to the data recorded in the PeopleSoft
system. For instance, the invoices sent from February
22, 2010 to March 3, 2010 were enhanced to include
data such as the INDOT district where the crash
occurred, the crash date, and the M54 date. The
additional information was included by INDOT central
staff to evaluate the processes, but was not available
previously.
The INDOT traffic management center (TMC) staff
ran two queries from the state crash database. One
query focused on identifying crash reports that left the
state property indicator box empty, but indicated the
vehicle collided with the guardrail face, bridgerail,
guardrail end, median barrier, etc. The other query
listed all the insurance information for crash reports
with the state property indicator marked ‘‘Yes’’; the
insurance information was not listed in the previous
query. This study analyzed these data sources with
additional data from surveys of other states, field
observations, querying the ARIES1 database, or special
requests to districts.
3.2. Current INDOT Practices
INDOT districts have different processes to docu-
ment crash damage and recover repair costs. This study
performed a detailed investigation of the procedures
and practices in the Crawfordsville and Fort Wayne
districts, and the Indianapolis sub-district. The districts/
sub-district’s role in the crash repair recovery process is
to document the crash damage, associate the damage to
a specific crash report, and document the repair costs.
The INDOT central office converts the M54 into an
invoice and pursues collection statewide. This is
discussed in Section 3.2.4 of this report.
Figure 2.16: Example of crash report with contradicting mile-marker information
TABLE 2.5:
Overhead or administration fees in peer states
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3.2.1. Crawfordsville District Process
The Crawfordsville district starts the crash repair
cost recovery process with a crash database query for its
counties. Figure 3.1 illustrates the general process. The
roadways in the query that are not within district
boundaries are disregarded. The district queries the
database approximately monthly and distributes the
crash reports to the appropriate sub-districts for field
investigation; an example of the query is shown in
Figure 3.2. The crash query filters crash reports using
the ‘‘state property indicator’’ field.
Figure 2.17: Example Michigan repair costing worksheet
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Before a crash report arrives at the sub-district,
maintenance crews sometimes identify damage and
repair it. In these cases, the sub-district records the
labor, materials, and equipment in an attenuator log
that will be matched to the crash report when the crash
report arrives from the district. If it is decided that the
damage cannot be repaired in-house, a contractor is
selected to carry out the repair and the repair is duly
supervised by INDOT personnel. The labor, material,
and equipment rates are taken from the work manage-
ment system (WMS) with the 1.762 labor multiplier
applied to the labor rates. The forms used are shown in
Figure 2.18: Example of inadequate repair information on the M54
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Section 3.4 of this report. The M54, now complete with
the repair costs, has the crash report attached and sent
back to the district office and forwarded to the INDOT
central office.
3.2.2. Fort Wayne District Process
The Fort Wayne district process begins with the
maintenance crews. The unit foreman is supplied with a
camera to document DSP and asses repairs. The photos
are included with the M54 documents sent to the
Figure 3.1: General Crawfordsville crash repair reimbursement process
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INDOT central office. Figure 3.3 provides example
pictures from the Fort Wayne district of a crash site
with DSP. The first photo shows the DSP prior to
repair and includes a timestamp which helps narrow the
crash query time range. The second photo provides
visual evidence of the labor and equipment necessary to
repair the DSP. The third photo illustrates the repaired
condition of the state property in contrast to the first
photo.
The M54s are completed by maintenance crews prior
to receiving a crash report. The crash report is searched
after the repair is done and the M54 is received. The
district crash report query uses the counties of the crash
site, date range, and state property indicator to search
the crash site. In cases of larger guardrail or attenuator
crashes, a contractor repairs the DSP as directed by
INDOT district personnel.
3.2.3. Indianapolis Sub-district Process
The Indianapolis sub-district is unique from other
sub-districts because its jurisdiction covers an entire
county (Marion). The roadways in this county have
high traffic volumes and a significant amount of state-
owned infrastructure. The sub-district secretary queries
the crash database a few times each week for the past
week’s time range to allow a crash report to be entered
into the database. The crash database query criteria
only includes Marion County and date range. Such a
query results in several crash reports to read as shown
in Figure 3.4.
The secretary views the roadway details from the
query results (Figure 3.5), and selects only INDOT
roadways (interstates, state highway, and US routes) to
access. In the example, this step reduces the crash
reports from 605 to 135. The secretary then reads the
crash narrative and other details to determine if the
crash site merits a field investigation for DSP. An
example of a crash report narrative is presented in
Figure 3.6.
The Indianapolis sub-district’s perspective differs
from a district’s because its scope of responsibility is
narrower. The number of crashes reviewed each week
decreases in the summer months, but is still extensive.
The volume of crash reports for a district to review
makes this type of query effort very difficult to scale
statewide.
3.2.4. Cost Recovery Process Practices
The crash repair cost recovery process continues with
the INDOT central office after crash documentation is
completed for invoices and collections. After receiving
the M54s from the districts, the INDOT central office
Figure 3.2: Monthly query by Crawfordsville district
TABLE 3.1:
Data Sources for Figures and Statistics
Description Source Time Period
1 PeopleSoft Accounting Log INDOT Central Office Invoices Sent 6/30/1999 – 3/17/2010
2 PeopleSoft Accounting Log: District Categorized INDOT Central Office Invoices Sent 2/22/2010 – 3/3/2010
3 SQL Database of Indiana Crashes: Driver Insurance Information Traffic Management Center 1/1/2010 – 8/10/2010
4 SQL Database of Indiana Crashes: State Property Information Traffic Management Center 1/1/2010 – 4/10/2010
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records the driver’s information and repair details into
PeopleSoft. The recovery process continues as follows:
N The driver is sent an invoice and if requested, the driver’s
insurance company.
- the INDOT central office negotiates with drivers and
insurance companies for invoice disputes.
N If there is no payment within 90 days and the repair
amount is
- over $1000, then the account is sent to the Attorney
General who files a suit or employs a collections agency to
pursue the amount.
- under $1,000, then INDOT central office continues to send
the driver additional letters.
N The Attorney General notifies the INDOT central office
when they have collected on an account.
N The invoice and collections records are stored and
updated in PeopleSoft.
The collections are deposited in the state highway
general fund.
3.3. Indiana Crash Repair Cost Recovery
Performance Measures
The practices and processes of each district can be
evaluated by performance measures such as
N duration time between the date of crash (DOC) and M54
date
N duration time between the M54 date and the invoice date.
N Invoice and collection amount comparison (yield percen-
tage)
N Aged receivable distribution
Figure 3.7 combines the first two performance
measures. The duration time from the M54 date to
the invoice should be similar on any calendar date
because the INDOT central office processes the
invoices for all districts; however there is variability in
forwarding the M54 from the repair crews to the
INDOT central office. For instance, Fort Wayne
district has the crash reports searched once the M54
is completed, while Crawfordsville wait to begin the
M54 after the crash report has been associated to the
damage. In Fowler sub-district, the attenuator log is
filed until a crash report arrives from district to
associate to the crash. The attenuator log sheets have
a damage report field that indicates when the damage
was first sited. Figure 3.8, Figure 3.9, and Figure 3.10
separate the invoice count by when the crash date, M54
date, and invoice date are recorded. The districts had
varying backlogs of invoices for each time period. It
was observed that Greenfield had the largest sample of
invoices (322) and the majority of the crashes occurred
in the past six months. This hints that their system is
current processing the crashes with DSP. The second
highest sample was in the Fort Wayne district; the
graphs show the majority of their invoices were from
crashes in 2008. The Crawfordsville and Vincennes
District sent the fewest invoices, 74 and 85 respectively,
in this time period (2/22/2010 – 3/3/2010).
One detail noteworthy by its absence is a missing
expected spike in invoices sent for crash dates in the
winter months (December, January, and February);
this trend is only seen in the Fort Wayne and Greenfield
districts in Figure 3.8. The INDOT central office has
either invoiced the crashes from the winter season
already or the M54s/invoices were being prepared when
the data was received. These figures on a sub-district,
district, and statewide level guide the crash repair cost
recovery managers to evaluate the progress of each step
of the process. The data used to generate the previously
mention figures is limited to one group of invoices. This
skews the graphs to show less processing time for recent
months because delayed M54s for that time period have
not yet been received. A sample size for a longer time
Figure 3.3: Example of crash damage and repair photo
documentation with time stamp
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range is needed to give an accurate portrayal of true
M54 processing time.
Additional data was received towards the end of this
report that does show improved processing time,
although M54s are still arriving for recent months.
Figures. 3.7 – 3.10 can be compared to Figures 3.11 –
3.14 to compare performance. Greenfield continues to
show a high invoice count amount (551).
Figure 3.4: ARIES crash database query web interface
Figure 3.5: ARIES crash database preliminary view of each crash (12 shown of 605)
Figure 3.6: Crash report narrative
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Figure 3.7: Average number of days between crash date and invoice categorized by crash date (invoices sent between 2/22/2010
– 3/3/2010)
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Figure 3.8: Count of invoices categorized by crash date (invoices sent between 2/22/2010 – 3/3/2010)
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Figure 3.9: Count of invoices categorized by M54 date (invoices sent between 2/22/2010 – 3/3/2010)
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Figure 3.10: Count of invoices categorized by invoice date (invoices sent between 2/22/2010 – 3/3/2010)
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3.3.1. Collections Record
The state property damaged can vary from a small
traffic sign to an entire bridge. As such, the value of the
damage varies greatly. Figure 3.11 demonstrates that
,10% of the repairs are over $2,538 and 50% are below
$419; the figure has the invoices ranked by amount. An
invoice of $419 or less is typical for a few posts of cable-
median barrier, a few signs, minor guardrail dent, or
other quick replacements. The invoices in the top 10%
of cost repair account for 56% of the total invoice
amount. Excluding the $695,000 repair due to a crane
collision with a bridge, the top 10% cost repairs are
observed to account for 51% of the total invoice
amount.
The collections record was shown in Figure 2.6 of
Chapter 2, and the overall collection amount average is
approximately 51% of the invoice amount for 2008 and
2009. Excluding collection amount months with collec-
tions lower than $10,000, the monthly average is
approximately 60%.
The responsible parties have a high probability of
owning insurance as shown in Figure 3.16. The TMC
query about the driver’s insurance company does not
include the possibility of the driver providing incorrect
or out-of-date insurance information at the time of the
crash.
3.3.2. Invoicing and Collection Patterns
It is difficult to determine trends in invoice volume
from only two years of invoice data. From Figure 3.17,
there does not appear to be any seasonal patterns, only
sporadic bursts throughout the years. The only excep-
tions could be, October and April, which show a
consistently higher volume than other months and
December is consistently low. There are months that
show few invoices sent for the entire month; such as
February 2008 (2), September 2009 (1), and January
2010 (9). This study brought focus on the crash repair
cost recovery process, and significant improvements
occurred in February and March 2010. The number of
invoices sent during this time, 889, is over 60% of the
1444 billed in 2009.
Most collections are received within 30 days after
they are sent. Figure 3.18 shows that 551 collections
occurred within 30 days of the invoice for year 2008,
equaling 58% of the total collection claims. The median
collection time for invoices is 41 days even though no
early payment incentives are practiced to encourage
prompt collections. Payment incentives and collection
techniques implemented by peer states are discussed in
Chapter 4.
3.4. Current Forms: M54, Log Sheets, Crash Report,
WMS (timecard)
The forms of the crash repair cost recovery process
document repair details. They provide the evidence to
accurately identify and invoice the responsible parties
for the fully-loaded repair costs. Where there exist any
discrepancies or uncertainty in document information,
the ability to associate the damage to a crash decreases
and the insurance company or driver has more leverage
to dispute the invoice.
The M54 form is the critical document of the crash
repair cost recovery process because it provides an
itemized list of the repair costs for the driver and
insurance company. In addition to the repair costs, the
form contains the crash, repair and M54 report dates,
crash location details, the driver, and the repair
manager as shown in Figure 1.4 in Chapter 1. The
M54 has a section labeled ‘‘type of material;’’ this
section also includes the equipment and labor effort in
the majority of the M54s despite being designated for
only materials. A private contractor is paid by the
material quantities because the labor and equipment
fees are included in the material cost. Therefore, an
M54 for a contractor only lists material items while an
INDOT in-house repair will include the materials,
equipment and labor.
The crash report is significant to the crash repair cost
recovery process because it records the driver’s contact
information and the location of the damage. A crash
report typically contains at least 3 pages; an example
crash report is seen in Figure 2.11 – Figure 2.13. Fields
relevant to the M54 in the crash report in page one
(Figure 2.11) are the crash date, crash location details,
and state property. The second page (Figure 2.12)
contains a narrative of the crash, which indicates the
responsible party if two vehicles are involved. The third
page (Figure 2.13) contains the driver’s contact infor-
mation, their insurance information, vehicle descrip-
tion, and with what property they collided. Additional
pages include another vehicle involved in the crash or
details of passengers injured in the crash.
The attenuator log (Figure 3.19) is used in some
INDOT units and is an electronic version of the field
attenuator log (Figure 3.20) and associates a cost to the
quantities recorded in the field. The work management
system timecard (Figure 3.21) also uses the field
attenuator log to allocate the work of each laborer
for the day. The attenuator log and timecard forms are
used in the LaPorte and Crawfordsville process and
outline the cost recovery processes occurring before the
M54 is created.
3.5. Conclusions
INDOT has crash repair recovery processes that vary
throughout each district. Crawfordsville queries crash
reports monthly, Fort Wayne doesn’t search crash
reports until the M54 is completed, and the
Indianapolis queries crash reports several times a week.
For documentation, Fort Wayne takes pictures of the
damage and repairs.
Analyzing the invoice amounts showed that the top
10% of invoices account for 56% of the total invoice
amount and over 50% of the invoices are below $419.
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Figure 3.11: Average number of days between date of crash (DOC) and invoice categorized by crash date (invoices sent
between 2/22/2010 – 11/19/2010)
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Figure 3.12: Count of invoices categorized by crash date (invoices sent between 2/22/2010 – 11/19/2010)
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Figure 3.13: Count of invoices categorized by M54 date
(invoices sent between 2/22/2010 – 11/19/2010)
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Figure 3.14: Count of invoices categorized by invoice date
(invoices sent between 2/22/2010 – 11/19/2010)
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These methods and statistics are considered in devel-
oping practices for INDOT as discussed in Chapter 5.
CHAPTER 4. SYNTHESIS OF CRASH
DOCUMENTATION AND COST RECOVERY
PROCESSES BY PEER STATES
This study gathered and evaluated peer states’
reimbursement practices and processes for damage to
state property. Other states encounter similar chal-
lenges in documenting and recovering the repair costs
for crashes with DSP. The crash repair recovery process
practices discussed in the peer states include:
N the administration structure
N the mechanism to initiate the crash repair cost recovery
process
N marking damage to state property
N including administration, overhead, fringe, or other fees
in the invoice
N penalties for late or no payment
N notification of an imminent invoice to the driver and/or
insurance company
N collection practices
A survey was e-mailed to all US state transportation
and highway agencies in May 2010 and a second survey
was sent in July 2010. The May survey had 41
Figure 3.15: Distribution of invoice amounts for INDOT database (n 5 5,646) 6/30/1999 – 3/17/2010
Figure 3.16: Insurance rate based on DSP crashes in Indiana (n 5 2,313)
(1/1/2010 – 8/6/2010)
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participants and the July survey had 13 participants
(Figure 4.1). There is some variation in the sample size
for upcoming figures because survey participants did
not complete all survey questions or provided addi-
tional information.
4.1. Administrative Structure in Agencies
The administration structure of the crash repair cost
recovery process varies in other state highway and
transportation agencies from only one person to an
entire risk management department. Based upon
webinar dialogue with these states, we felt that states
that developed greater ownership in the administrative
structure understood their processes at all levels,
responded promptly to crashes with DSP, and obtained
the highest collections percentage.
A one-person administrative structure is found in
Nebraska, Oregon, Rhode Island and New York (one
person/region).
N Nebraska Department of Roads has an individual query
the records for the entire state and sends out invoices.
N The Oregon Department of Transportation coordinates
the maintenance crew repairs with police dispatch through
one individual. Oregon does not have a crash report
database and retrieves the crash reports from the law
enforcement agency when they are called to a crash site.
N Rhode Island recovers repair cost using one person to run
a software system that enables crash database queries
unavailable to INDOT, such as specific crash narrative
words or phrases. It also tracks each claim’s stage in the
recovery process to automatically send reminder e-mails
when the process has passed target time periods for a
given stage.
N New York has an accident recovery program that consists
of one individual accountable to manage operations for
one region of the state. This state gives an example how a
larger state can use a one-person administration structure
in a large population state of eleven regions.
The administrative structure in Alabama, Louisiana,
Utah, and Pennsylvania is a risk management depart-
ment. The risk management department of Alabama is
comprised of a group of attorneys that sends invoices
and pursues collections. The states using such depart-
ments are responsible for the post-repair processes and
have little contact with personnel who document the
crashes. This organizational structure appeared to be
more prevalent across the states, but appeared less
efficient in recovering costs because the staff that
documents the crash damage are separate from those
that repair the damage.
4.1.1. Involving the Private Sector in Administration
There are two exceptions in using a public agency to
repair damage, send invoices, and pursue collections in
the crash repair cost recovery process; Oklahoma and
Massachusetts. Oklahoma hires a consultant, to create
invoices and track collections for crashes with DSP. The
consultant does this using the crash report narratives and
Figure 3.17: Total invoices sent categorized by invoice date (1/1/08 – 3/22/10) (n53,707)
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other fields without visiting the crash site, and then
negotiates with the driver and/or insurance companies if
necessary. A fee for the consultant’s work is included on
the invoice. Advantages of this system include reduction
of delay (the invoice is sent 1 - 2 weeks after the crash
date) and reduction of administration and overhead costs
on documentation process; a disadvantage is that it was
not clear Oklahoma was recovering the true repair costs.
The Massachusetts Department of Transportation’s
(MassDOT) system requires the insurance company to
select an approved contractor and pay the contractor
directly for the repair. MassDOT has established a
shortlist of prequalified contractors for state property
repairs. When a crash with DSP occurs and does not
need to be repaired within two days, a scope of work is
prepared by MassDOT for the driver and/or insurance
company to put out to bid for the prequalified
contractors. The driver and/or insurance company
selects the contractor of their preference, receives
approval from MassDOT to work and then the
contractor is paid by the driver and/or insurance
company. This system saves Massachusetts from
sending invoices and collecting while providing a
competitive bid process for the responsible party of
the crash damage. In cases where an emergency repair is
needed, the state rotates selecting a pre-qualified
contractor and then sends the invoice itself.
4.2. DSP Reimbursement Process Trigger Mechanisms
The trigger mechanism is the first step of the crash
repair cost recovery process. The remaining steps
continue to the end once the trigger begins. The most
common trigger mechanism in peer states as well as in
Indiana is receiving a crash report involving DSP, see
Figure 4.2. A state may use more than one trigger.
Unlike INDOT, several of the peer states do not
have an electronic database and rely on the distribution
of crash report paper copies filtering down to the
appropriate districts. Other states periodically retrieve
the crash reports involving DSP from local law
enforcement offices. The trigger mechanism ‘‘police
notification’’ differs from ‘‘crash reports’’ because the
police notify maintenance crews or office while present
at a crash site. Notification through an insurance
company was found to be the sole trigger in Utah.
Maintenance crews are the second most common
trigger by states.
Figure 3.18: The distribution of time invoices aged receivables (n5 1,737)
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4.2.1. Associating Damage to the Correct Crashes
Via Tags/Decals
A unique procedure used in Florida, Minnesota, and
North Carolina and recently in Texas, Kentucky, and
Tennessee is marking damage to state property at a
crash site with a decal or tag. The law enforcement
officer fills out the decal/tag at the crash site, see
Figure 4.3. The maintenance crews can immediately
identify where damage has occurred and the associated
crash report. More than one decal/tag is warranted to
denote the limits of extensive damage. A decal is
Figure 3.19: Example attenuator log (Fowler sub-district)
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suitable for warmer climates while a waterproof tag is
more desirable in regions with wintry conditions. The
decal/tag system saves time in attempting to associate
DSP to the crash report and eliminates confusion when
there are multiple crashes in close proximity.
In North Carolina, this procedure started as a pilot
program in 2002 for one division (district), and then
expanded to the entire state 2004. A ‘‘Guardrail Tag
Bag’’ containing 25 tags was supplied to only state
highway patrol officers by the NCDOT and is now
Figure 3.20: Example field attenuator log (Fowler sub-district)
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distributed to local and county law enforcement. The
state estimates that it has recovered an additional $8.67
million by implementing this guardrail tagging system
as seen in Figure 4.4.
4.3. Fees in Addition to Direct Costs
A fully-loaded repair is one that includes the
operating expenses, the field work and administrative
labor to support the recovery process in addition to the
direct costs. The labor, equipment, and material
amounts account for site specific costs. Additional fees
such administration, overhead, fringe (labor additive),
and other fees recompense the indirect costs. The 18
responses about fees are shown in Figure 4.5.
The states with a zero percent cumulative fee
indicated they do not charge for indirect costs;
consequently, they are partially paying for the repair
cost. New York showed the highest indirect costs with a
fringe fee of 181%. The Texas fees were derived from
their repair worksheets, which may already account for
fringe fees.
The opportunity to charge for indirect costs is shown
in Figure 4.6. Only one state charges for ‘‘other’’ fees,
an engineering fee of 15% when necessary. The most
common indirect fee is the fringe fee with 11 states
charging between 48% and 181%; Indiana currently
includes a fringe fee of 76.2%. The overhead and
administrative fees are included in a few states, but are
often used as negotiating items with the driver and/or
Figure 3.21: Example work management system (WMS) timecard
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insurance company about repair cost amounts. The
invoice should define for the insurance companies that
the administration costs cover the repair costs of
completing the M54, organizing the pictures, associat-
ing the crash report, and making the invoice for greater
compliance.
4.4. Payment Incentives and Penalties
It is expected that the responsible party will pay
sooner when there are incentives to meet deadlines.
Incentives or penalties include fees or additional
charges if the payment is not met by a specified
deadline. Eleven of seventeen states indicated they use
incentives in their crash repair cost recovery process as
seen in Figure 4.7; the incentives used are listed in
Table 4.1. Indiana does not use penalties currently. The
cost to pursue collections after the deadline is covered
partially by the penalty. An 8% interest rate penalty
used by New York and 18% penalty by Colorado are
examples of penalties used to cover additional costs of
delayed collections. The penalty deadlines provide
incentives for the driver and/or insurance company to
pay promptly.
Figure 4.1: Survey participation
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Two penalties for failure to pay are revoking the
responsible party’s driver’s license and withholding the
responsible party’s income tax returns. A driver’s
license can be revoked in Michigan, Georgia, Kansas,
Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and South Dakota. In some
states, the driver’s license is revoked only if the repair
amount exceeds a specified threshold. Kansas,
Kentucky and Oregon have legislative approval to
withhold income tax returns from errant responsible
parties.
4.5. Collections and Recovery Performance
The peer state’s collection percentage of invoice
amount exceeded that of INDOT in all cases except
one. The majority of the total collection amounts
exceeded INDOT’s. The invoice amounts and collec-
tion percentages are seen in Figure 4.8. The invoice/
collection amounts have not been labeled by request of
the participant states; Alabama, Colorado, Kansas,
Missouri, Nebraska, New York, North Carolina, Ohio,
Pennsylvania, and Wisconsin. The Indiana invoice and
collection totals are derived from averaging the 2008
and 2009 invoiced and collected totals. Without the
anomalous case of the $695,000 crash, the state has a
63% collection percentage and ranks 6th instead of 10th,
but slips down to 9th for amount invoiced each year.
The amounts and percentages were self-reported by the
state agencies for varying years. The states closest to
Indiana in regards to the invoice amount are Kansas,
Nebraska, Colorado, and Wisconsin. The peer state
comparison provides a gauge of INDOTs invoicing and
collections performance.
4.6. Peer Group Discussion Items
On September 15, 2010, this study conducted a
webinar for all state agencies to participate in a review
of the May and July survey results and discuss crash
repair cost recovery process issues. The states repre-
sented at the webinar were Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Nebraska, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Kansas,
Kentucky, and New York. The participating states
asked questions to other attending states about charging
for overhead and administration fees, payment penalties,
invoicing procedures, practices in collecting crash
reports, and negotiating with insurance companies.
4.6.1. Common Practices for Invoicing
Insurance Companies
Drivers and insurance companies frequently contest
the invoice amounts for DSP in all peer states. The
webinar participants discussed different methods and
practices of interacting with the driver and insurance
company in seeking reimbursement. New York sets a
14-day deadline for a dispute to be made against the
invoice. Oregon sends a notification letter to the driver
Figure 4.2: Trigger mechanisms listed by other state DOTs to identify crash damage and begin the repair cost reimbursement
process (n541)
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and insurance company as soon as it is aware of
damage. An example of the driver notification letter is
in Figure 4.9 and the insurance company notification
letter is in Figure 4.10. This notification prepares the
driver and/or insurance company for their pending
invoice; a repair estimate is not included in the letter to
avoid invoice disputes that would use the estimate as a
baseline.
Significant damage to state property, such as bridge
structures, requires special procedures to claim max-
imum reimbursement. New York pointed out that some
crashes exceed the responsible party’s insurance cover-
age, (e.g. $1 million). Repairs for these crashes are
lengthy and the costs are only known after several
months. In the meantime, owners with property
involved in the crash, such as motor vehicles, have
already claimed a substantial portion of the limited
pool of insurance money. Webinar participants recom-
mended using a repair estimate to invoice the insurance
company in these cases to ensure the insurance
company is aware of potential claims before the policy
limit is reached.
4.7. Conclusions
The survey of peer states provided INDOT with a
base of comparison and a precedent for recommending
new crash repair cost recovery practices. In comparison
to other states, the majority use crash reports and/or
maintenance crews to begin the crash repair recovery
process. Also, INDOT’s collecting percentage and
invoicing amount are below average. Practices that
are implemented in peer states are including additional
fees to direct costs, penalizing late payments, and
notifying drivers/insurance companies early in the
process. Three states utilize tags to mark damage and
one has measured significant returns from implementa-
tion. These practices can be implemented to address the
challenges described in Chapter 2.
CHAPTER 5. EMERGING INDOT
FIELD PRACTICES
This chapter addresses the challenges identified in
Chapter 2, captures the best practices from Chapter 3,
and consolidates the recommendations outlined in
Chapters 4 into forms and practices that could be used
for a standard state wide crash repair cost recovery
process. The following forms, process, and recommen-
dations are presented:
N a crash damage tagging system by law enforcement
concurrent to crash report
N a draft revised M54 form
N the proposed business process
N standard photo documentation of crash damage and
repair
N a new primary trigger mechanism for initiating the M54
N enhanced crash database query criteria
N notification letter for driver/insurance company advising
of a pending claim by INDOT for crash damage
5.1. Expedited Crash Report Identification
A tagging system (Figure 4.3) allows field personnel
to provide the office personnel the crash ID number to
unambiguously find the correct crash report for the
damaged asset. A tag at each crash site with DSP
reduces the labor used to search through crash
reports. It also eliminates uncertainty what crash
should be associated to the report and provides
evidence to the parties responsible for the damage.
Figure 5.1 gives an example of a crash with damage
and a crash report with the damage to state property
box left blank. Tags could be distributed to state,
county, and local law enforcement. North Carolina
implemented a tagging system statewide in 2004 and
they tabulated a $224,000 benefit the first year2 and
Figure 4.3: Examples of crash damage tags
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total benefit to date of $8.67 million. Similar or larger
benefits could be realized in Indiana.
A test deployment of the Indiana DSP tag shown in
Figure 5.2 was started in January 2011. The tag is a
weatherproof, UV-stable, 0.010 thick vinyl tag measur-
ing 3’’ x 5.5’’ with 5/8’’ fiber patch and 3/8’’ brass
grommet. Based upon feedback from INDOT field
crews, a second grommet was added on the second
printing (Figure 5.3) to allow tag to be ‘‘wrapped’’
around sign posts and reduce flapping in the breeze that
can damage writing. This second printing was ordered
in March 2011 and also incorporated additional
Figure 4.4: North Carolina Guardrail Reimbursement Summary
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Figure 4.5: Additional fees included in peer state repair cost (n518)
Figure 4.6: Peer state distribution of additional fees (n518)
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language regarding fuel spills, environmental impact
and fire damage suggested by IDEM colleagues.
For the January 2011 pilot deployment, approxi-
mately 200 public safety deployment packages were
prepared (Figure 5.4) and presented to select Indiana
State Patrol Posts along I-65 between Indianapolis and
Lafayette. Each package had the necessary equipment
to fill out the requested information and attach it to the
damaged infrastructure. The preliminary response to
this deployment had been positive, with documentation
of crash damage tags being found along I-65 (
Figure 5.5).
Crash information is provided on the tag by the
investigating officer (Figure 5.6). In addition to the
date and time, the crash report number is placed on the
tag allowing a direct link between the crash report and
damaged infrastructure (Figure 5.7).
5.2. The Revised M54 Form
A revised M54 was developed to provide a standard
form that requires specific crash information to better
record crash attributes as well as fully-loaded repair
costs. An example of page one and two of the revised
M54 are found on Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9, and then
each section is described.
The revised M54 in Figure 5.10 identifies the
appropriate personnel to fill out the M54 and marks
target dates for the M54 sections to be completed.
These elapsed times are relative to the date of crash
(DOC)4.
Section I: Preliminary Field Investigation (Figure 5.8;
DOC + 7) begins when DSP is identified by the
maintenance crew. The preliminary and detailed field
investigation, section II, can be performed simulta-
neously
a) Observation Date: The date the DSP is observed, not the
crash date. It is important to provide a narrow range of
dates to query the crash database.
b) Observed by: The person who identified the DSP.
c) County: The county where the crash occurred
d) Sub-district: The sub-district where crash occurred
e) Location Description: On interstates, the mile marker is
used on the crash report for the location; cross streets are
most often used on state routes and US routes3 (e.g. SR26
CR 1200E). The direction of travel is optional if unknown
but the side of the road (west side, east side) adds clarity.
f) Description of Damage: The observer should circle all
types of DSP identified at the crash site.
Section II: Detailed Field Investigation (Figure 5.8;
DOC + 10) is where an investigator makes a detailed
Figure 4.7: Payment incentives and penalties utilized by
other states (n 5 17)
Figure 4.8: Eleven state comparison between amounts invoiced and collected for various years
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estimation of the damage quantities needed for repair,
takes pictures, and writes down the GPS latitude and
longitude coordinates.
a) Investigation Date: The date the field investigator visited
the crash site.
b) Investigated By: The person who visits the crash site for
the detailed field investigation; may be the observer from
Section I.
c) Detailed Location Description: Confirms the correct
location given by the observer and adds notes unique to
the location.
Figure 4.9: Sample notification letter to driver (Oregon DOT)
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d) Lat/Longitude: The GPS camera records the GPS
coordinates of the picture when locked onto satellites.
e) Detailed Damage Description: An overview of the DSP
describes the extent and severity of the damage.
f) Work Order Repair Estimated Pay Items: The investi-
gator estimates only the quantities for materials of all the
DSP that will need to be repaired.
g) Archived Crash Pictures Network Directory: This is the
file path of the pictures taken for that location.
Section III: Office Investigation (Figure 5.8; DOC +
14) documents office investigation to associate the DSP
to a crash report. Once the tagging system is fully
implemented this will be easily transcribed by main-
tenance crews. Until then, substitute data querying
work using techniques documented later in this chapter
(Figure 5.14) will be needed.
a) Crash Report ID: The crash report identification number
is found in the top middle of the crash report (e.g.
901273493 in Figure 2.3).
b) Crash Date: The date of the crash.
c) Crash Report is Attached: A ‘‘Yes’’ signifies the crash
report was attached to the M54 report and archived in the
computer.
d) Date Notification Letters Sent to Driver(s) & Insurer(s):
A notification letter is sent to both the driver and the
insurer in the crash so they are aware of the pending
repair costs.
e) Number of Drivers & Insurers Notification Letters Sent:
If there is more than one driver responsible for the crash,
multiple drivers and insurers are sent notification letters.
f) New Archived Crash Picture Location: The new file path
for the DSP crash pictures transferred from Section II
part (g); it is suggested that the crash report ID be used as
the folder name to simplify future reference. This will
shelter all pertinent information for repair.
g) Archived Repair Pictures Network Directory: The
pictures of the repair are transferred into the folder
created in Section III part (f).
Section IV: Work Order Repair Estimate (Figure 5.8
and Figure 5.9) is critical to assure an appropriate
construction scope when using competitive outsourcing
for repairs. Someone familiar with the repair construc-
tion and the crash site damage should calculate and
estimate the quantities.
a) Estimation Date: The date the estimate was done.
b) Estimated by: The person who calculated the estimate.
c) Final Pay Items: The back section of the M54, see
Figure 5.9, has a column with the title ‘‘Work Order
Repair Estimate’’ that calculates an estimated cost using
the current contract line items. The material, equipment,
labor, MOT, and other costs necessary will be recorded
on the ‘‘Actual Repair Cost’’ section.
Section V: Approval to Proceed (Figure 5.8) shows
INDOT approval to proceed with repair. This section
would be used for contractors to submit potential
repair locations.
a) Responsible manager: The approval is given by INDOT
staff with experience in DSP repairs.
b) Approval Date: The date approval was given by the
responsible manager.
c) Work Order #: The work order number INDOT assigns
for the contractor.
Section VI: Documentation of Repair (Figure 5.8 and
Figure 5.9; DOC + 14) documents the repair details
with the pay items reflecting standard INDOT fees or
contract amounts.
a) Repair Date(s): The day(s) that the crew worked on the
repair.
b) Repaired by: The type of organization, in-house or
contracted, that performed the repair work; sometimes
both are involved.
c) Photo of Repair Completed: Pictures of the repaired
infrastructure. This is sometimes required by insurance
companies.
d) Inspected by: If repair work is contracted, INDOT may
review the repair to certify that the repairs were
satisfactory and complete, otherwise this is left blank.
e) Detailed Schedule of Actual Pay Items and Costs: The
pay items and costs break down the total cost. Confer the
WMS for labor, material, and equipment rates while
adding the labor multiplier.
Section VII: Accounting Tracking (Figure 5.8; DOC
+ 28) tracks the collections for the repairs.
a) Invoice Date: The date the invoice was sent to the driver
or insurer.
b) Invoice Amount: The amount of the invoice will be the
same as the total cost from the back page of the M54.
c) Paid Date: The day the entire payment was received.
Some people have payment schedules, and the additional
dates may be listed if they denote pending payment and
the corresponding amounts in part (d).
TABLE 4.1:
Payment incentives and penalties enforced by agencies
State Penalty Description
Hawaii $25 after 30 days
Michigan, Kansas, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and South Dakota Revoke driver’s license
New York 8% Interest after 30 days
Wisconsin $35 or 15% over 90 days
Georgia License revoked over $5,000
Colorado 18% if after 71 days for Collection agency
Kansas, Kentucky, and Oregon Intercept income tax returns
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d) Paid Amount: The payment amount received from the
driver or insurer.
e) Close out Summary Details and Narrative: Noteworthy
repair details included to explain unexpected or addi-
tional costs.
5.1. Proposed Business Process
The proposed business process is expected to
decrease the time duration between the crash date and
the date the invoice is sent. A tagging system would
Figure 4.10: Sample notification letter to insurance company (Oregon DOT)
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significantly reduce the process time by immediately
associating the damage to a crash report. The tags
would mark the crash report ID for the maintenance
crew who would serve as the triggering mechanism to
begin the crash repair recovery process instead of the
crash report.
The maintenance crews identify DSP on scheduled
route patrols or are notified by police dispatch to visit a
crash site; this should occur within seven days of the
crash. Photographs of the damage should be taken then
or shortly thereafter, within ten days after the crash.
Some crash sites are missed by maintenance crew
patrols due to the poor visibility of damage and
challenging locations to visit routinely, such as inter-
state ramps. When situations arise where the main-
tenance crews do not observe damage to state
infrastructure, a periodic query is discussed in section
5.3
The crash location and observation date is sent to
office personnel to query the crash report database. The
crash report could be associated to the damage in less
time due to a narrower time range and should ideally be
done within fourteen days of the crash.
The office mails a notification letter of the pending
crash damage investigation to the driver and insurance
company; this should occur within fourteen days of the
crash. Then the office sends the crash report to the
maintenance crew. Damages and costs are documented
within 14 days after the crash because repairs typically
happen before the crash report arrives. These M54
documents are sent to INDOT central office where an
invoice is sent within twenty-eight days of the crash
(Figure 5.10).
Figure 5.1: Crash attenuator and cable-median barrier
property damage from crash @ I65 MM ,197.4
Figure 5.2: Indiana Roadway damage tag (Version 1)
Figure 5.3: Indiana Roadway damage tag (Version 2)
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5.2. Photo Documentation of Crash Damage
Photos of crash-damaged infrastructure provide the
driver and/or insurance company visual confirmation
of the damage and repair. A photo with GPS
coordinates is valuable to mark a location with
precision in the event of location discrepancy. Camera
models with GPS, as shown in Figure 5.11 are available
where the picture’s coordinates can be accessed on the
camera or geocoded on a map as shown in Figure 5.12.
As proposed previously in section 3.2.2:
N The first pictures are of the damage to state property with
a time-stamp
N The second pictures are during the repair showing the
labor and equipment
N The third pictures are of the repair with a time-stamp
The first picture should be taken when DSP is first
observed by the maintenance crew (e.g. placing a
barrel).
A well-documented picture captures features of the
location and the extent of the damage and repair. A
photo can be identified to a specific location with
landmarks such as mile markers, bridges, unique
buildings, etc. Vehicle identifiers, such as license plates
or car parts, at the crash site may also be documented
as shown in Figure 5.13.
5.3. Standard Crash Database Query Procedure
Well-defined query procedures are needed to associ-
ate the crash report to DSP identified by the
maintenance crews without a crash-damaged infra-
structure tagging system in place. This study proposes
two queries that will identify potential locations with
DSP. The first query has the following criteria:
N The date range of collision based on the observed crash
date
N The county were the crash occurred
N The state property indicator marked ‘‘yes’’
The second query uses the following criteria:
N The date range of collision
Figure 5.4: Public safety deployment package (January, 2011).
Figure 5.5: February 1st, 2011 damage at southbound I-
65, MM 133.2 tagged by ISP Major Melville; Photos Courtesy
of Dan Rogers
Figure 5.6: Crash tag information, tagged by ISP Major
Melville; Photos Courtesy of Dan Rogers
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N The county
N The collision with indicator marked for ‘‘Bridge Rail,
Guardrail End, Guardrail Face, Impact Attenuator/
Crash Cushion, and Median Barrier’’
Examples of these queries are shown in Figure 5.14.
These queries accurately narrow the pool of potential
crash reports to associate to damage, saving time while
increasing the association proportion and quantities of
invoices sent.
5.3.1. Query Application
The first query searches crash reports that law
enforcement has marked state property damage pre-
sent. The second query does not consider the state
property field, but searches for crash reports that list a
collision with bridge rail, guardrail, guardrail face,
guardrail end, impact attenuator/crash cushion, or
median barrier. The second query accounts for crash
reports that damage state infrastructure, but the state
property indicator field was not checked by the law
enforcement officer. An example of a crash report
identified by the second query was shown previously in
Figure 2.3 – Figure 2.5. The two queries find a portion
of the same reports because both of the query filters are
satisfied as seen in the middle section of Figure 5.15.
There is also a portion of each query that is found only
by that query as shown in the far left and far right
sections of the Venn diagram.
One limitation to querying the ‘‘collision with’’ field
on the ARIES database occurs when two objects are
included in that field. The database only searches the
first object inputted and ignores any others included.
This should be corrected to increase the query’s
breadth.
5.4. Invoicing Insurance Companies and Drivers
It is expected that a driver or insurance company that
is notified of pending repair charges, sees the repair
work, and has the invoice costs itemized will be less
likely to dispute the invoice versus invoices without the
items previously listed. The fully-loaded repair fees
include labor and equipment to investigate the crash
site, process the M54 documents, and process the
invoice. These fees can be covered by adding an
overhead or administration fee to the M54. An
administration fee of 10% of direct costs is on the
revised M54 in Figure 5.9.
In crashes that exceed the insurance coverage of the
motorist, such as a bridge collision, INDOT must
maximize its share of the claim. This is achieved by
submitting and settling INDOTs claim before any other
parties decrease the limited pool, such as other motor
Figure 5.7: Crash tag information associated with crash report information.
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vehicles involved in the crash. In cases with large
financial claims, it is perhaps appropriate to send
preliminary repair cost estimates instead of waiting
until after the repairs are concluded to receive
reimbursement; this practice was recommended from
the peer state discussion.
5.5. Managing the Crash Repair Cost Recovery Process
An owner or manager of the crash repair cost
recovery process should be appointed for each district5.
The manager would identify the personnel responsible
for each of the responsibilities in the revised M54. Then
Figure 5.8: Revised M54 page 1
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the manager would coordinate their efforts to run
efficiently by ensuring practices were standardized and
communication was constant and clear.
An invaluable tool for the owner would be perfor-
mance measures of the process. The dates, amounts,
and locations of the M54s must be recorded for
performance measures to be available. The perfor-
mance measures of the elapsed time between the crash
and the M54, and the time duration between the M54
and invoice evaluate the efficiency in the process
(Figure 3.7). Other performance measures such as the
invoice amount versus collections Figure 2.6) and the
Figure 5.9: Revised M54 page 2
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distribution of aged receivables (Figure 3.18) evaluate
the recovery process as a whole.
5.6. Conclusions
It is believed the proposed crash repair cost recovery
process reduces the time to receive reimbursement for
repairs of DSP. This is accomplished by providing a
revised M54 that mirrors the proposed business
process. The maintenance crews begin the M54 to
initiate when DSP is identified. A tag marking the DSP
and reading the crash report ID number provides
immediate association to the responsible party. In the
process of the repair, time-stamped photos are taken of
Figure 5.10: Target days after crash for the revised form M54
Figure 5.11: Example GPS camera
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crash damage, repair work, and final repairs showing
location and vehicle clues. The repair amount includes
an administrative fee to represent fully-loaded costs.
These modifications were described in detail so they
could be consistently practiced in INDOT districts.
CHAPTER 6. PROPOSED BUSINESS PROCESS
WITH CONTRACTOR
In the future, the contractor’s role could be expanded
to provide more administrative responsibilities. Many
of the costs internalized by INDOT are investigating
crash sites, processing the M54 and invoice and
pursuing collections. A contractor in current main-
tenance contracts integrates the labor and equipment
fees with the material line items. The costs internalized
by INDOT could be transferred to the contractor who
could include those costs in their line item charges.
6.1. Best Practices from the Fort Wayne District
‘The Fort Wayne district’ has recently added special
provisions in their maintenance contract (Figure 6.1)
that require the contractor to supply pictures for the
repair and the crash damage (Figure 6.2) and fill out
the M54 (Figure 6.3). The additional labor cost for the
contractor to perform these tasks is reflected in the
material line item costs. The M54 was requested to be
sent as an excel sheet so INDOT can include its repair
costs such as supervision, inspection, MOT, etc. as
shown in Figure 6.4.
The ARIES database has a subscription fee for users
outside of INDOT. The yearly subscription fee for
Figure 5.12: Photos with GPS coordinates of the crash site
Figure 5.13: Documenting damage data at crash site
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Figure 5.14: Example of the two queries for crashes with DSP
Figure 5.15: Potential amount of DSP crashes identified using both query tools (1/1/2010 – 4/30/2010) for Boone, Clinton,
Tippecanoe and White counties
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statewide access is $24,000 ($2,000/month). There were
1,376 invoices sent in 2008 and 1,444 invoices sent in
2009. A fee of approximately $20 per invoice could
cover the direct subscription cost for a contractor.
6.2. Competitive Outsourcing Contractual Challenges
The challenges of competitively outsourcing the
crash repair cost recovery process are:
N transferring risk to the contractor for repairing DSP
N approving damage needed to be repaired versus insignif-
icant hits
N evaluating the contractor’s effort to collect from the
insurance/driver before INDOT reimburses the contrac-
tor
N awarding the integrated manage/repair/collect contract
A higher risk will result in an increase in the
contractor’s prices. A repair site could be approved
by INDOT by sending in crash damage pictures prior
to beginning repair. INDOT can estimate the repairs
for the guardrail from the crash pictures to assure that
the contractor does not install unneeded material. A
copy of the M54 and picture of the repair will be given
to INDOT to approve the repair costs before being
invoiced.
All crashes causing DSP that are not associated to a
crash report are paid by INDOT. To assure contractors
sufficiently seek payment from insurance/drivers,
INDOT can stipulate that it will pay a lower percentage
of the repair cost to give incentives to the contractor to
pursue payment directly from the insurance company
or driver. On the other hand, INDOT could pay a
bonus for repairs paid by the responsible parties.
Another incentive could be to refuse considering
payment until a specified period, say three months,
after the repair.
6.2.1. Bidding an Integrated Manage-Repair-
Collect Contract
Ultimately, it may be possible to develop an
integrated manage-repair-collect contract that be
competitively bid and awarded. Such a contract would
be quite innovative and warrants careful consideration.
If such an approach is pursued further, it is
recommended that interviews be conducted with the
contractor responsible for the 2010–2011 Boone
County added travel lanes projects. Part of the pilot
tagging project covered this corridor. In fact,
Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6, and Figure 5.7 shows photos
obtained by a contractor representative (Dan Rogers)
that were subsequently used by contractor to seek
reimbursement from the responsible part for repairing
the sign damaged on a roadway they were still
responsible for maintaining (final acceptance had not
occurred on data of crash).
6.3. Conclusions and Recommendations
INDOT could reduce labor and material costs not by
competitively outsourcing the process. The complete
crash repair cost recovery process can be broken down
Figure 6.1: Special provisions included in district repair maintenance contract (Fort Wayne)
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Figure 6.2: Example pictures taken and labeled by contractor (Fort Wayne District)
Figure 6.3: M54 filled out by contractor (Fort Wayne District)
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into several tasks that could be outsourced in portions.
It is proposed that pilot programs be used to phase in




Based on the research, the low median invoice cost of
$419 does not properly reflect the actual fully-loaded
Figure 6.4: M54 filled out by INDOT (Fort Wayne District)
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cost to repair damaged state property that should
include overhead and administrative costs. There is also
a large disparity between the total amount invoiced and
amount recovered. To address these needs, this study
focused on the following:
N Identify opportunities to increase the percent of invoices
collected
N More effectively associating vehicle crash reports with
crash damaged infrastructure
N Decreasing the process time
N Ensuring that invoices reflect the fully-loaded repair cost
A summary of the recommendations determined
from this report are
1. Implement the revised M54 (Chapter 5)
2. Implement a tagging system for law enforcement to
identify damage while at a crash site (Chapter 5)
3. Train district on best practices for ARIES database
queries
4. Send a notification letter to the driver and insurance
company when their information is located and asso-
ciated to the crash damage
5. Include an administrative and overhead fee on the invoice
6. Identify key stakeholders/owners of the process
7. Establish district performance measures for assessing
- Elapsed time from the date of crash to the date the revised
M54 is completed
- Elapsed timed from the revised M54 to invoice
- Aged receivable report
- Invoice versus collection amount
These recommendations are described further in the
remainder of this chapter.
7.1. Recommendation 1: Revision of M54 Form
This report strongly recommends implementing a
revised M54 as shown in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9, and
described in Chapter 5. The revised M54 guides
stakeholders to include the full repair costs and follow
consistent practices. Ideally, this would be a web based
form that supports digital photo uploads.
7.2. Recommendation 2: Damage Tagging System
Implementation of a law enforcement tagging system
is strongly recommended and used in Minnesota,
Florida, and North Carolina because of the potential
to immediately associate crash damaged infrastructure
to a crash report. The need for a crash report query is
minimized if a tag or decal marks the damage to state
property. The tag/decal (Figure 4.3) shows the crash
report identification number and crash date which
reduce uncertainty who is the responsible party.
7.3. Recommendation 3: Maintenance
Crew Notification
This report recommends that the maintenance crews
note the tag damage they identify on INDOT routes by
taking a picture with a time stamp and GPS location
associated to the picture. At this point, the maintenance
crew should start the revised M54 process as described
in Chapter 5.
7.4. Recommendation 4: Increasing Query Capability
This report recommends using two queries to search
for crash reports as shown in Figure 5.14 before
tagging is implemented. A selected application of the
query has increased the potential invoice amount state
wide by approximately $89,000 for only 3K months of
the year. The first query includes the date range,
counties within jurisdiction and the state property
indicator marked ‘‘yes.’’ The other query searches the
criteria with the same date range and counties, but
selects ‘‘Collision with’’ and highlights ‘‘bridge rail,
guardrail end, guardrail face, impact attenuator/crash
cushion, and median barrier.’’ The second query was
not consistently used by all INDOT districts.
7.5. Recommendation 5: Early Notification to Driver/
Insurance Company
The Oregon Department of Transportation sends a
letter to the driver and/or insurance company once their
contact information has been identified as seen in
Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. The letter notifies them
that damages are being inspected and they may be
billed for repair costs. A driver and/or insurance
company aware of the pending infraction will be more
likely to pay the invoice. This report recommends
INDOT adapt a similar practice. A special procedure
should be implemented to expedite the crash repair
recovery process for property damage that is projected
to be large (say over $50,000) as indicated on the crash
report.
7.6. Recommendation 6: Recovering Fully-
Loaded Costs
The Michigan Department of Transportation applies
to their invoice a flat administration fee of 28.73% as
part of their repair costs, Figure 2.17. INDOT does not
include an overhead or administration fee. This report
proposes an administration and overhead fee be added
to the invoice to capture the repair costs incurred by
INDOT.
7.7. Recommendation 7: Key Stakeholders and Owners
The personnel responsible for each phase of the crash
repair recovery process need to be identified for each
district. An owner or manager should be appointed to
oversee that the system is operating efficiently and
coordinates the efforts between the distinct stages. They
could review the performance measures of their district
and sub-districts to determine where improvements are
needed. A single process owner assures that recovery
practices are consistent throughout the district.
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7.8. Recommendation 8: Performance Measures
This report recommends that the state establish four
performance measures to evaluate the crash repair cost
recovery process:
N Elapsed time between the crash date and completing the
revised M54
N Elapsed time between the revised M54 and the invoice
sent
N A distribution of aged receivables
N Invoice versus collection amount
Each performance measure evaluates the efficiency
of certain stages of the crash repair cost recovery
process. The performance measures could be applied on
the state, district or sub-district level if the dates,
amounts and areas are recorded.
7.9. Future Research
An alternative to in-house repairs is competitive
outsourcing of the repair work. The responsibility of
the contractor in addition to making the repairs
would be the administration management of the
paperwork necessary to recover payment from the
responsible parties of crashes with DSP. The costs
that are not reimbursed by insurance companies and/
or the driver would continue being paid from the
INDOT maintenance budget, limiting the risk to the
contractor. There are many challenges in contractual
organization and task designation that need to be
addressed before competitive outsourcing could be
implemented.
7.10. Closing
The current INDOT crash repair cost recovery
process collects over $1 million each year, but could
consistently collect a larger amount by standardizing
best management practices throughout the agency. This
report recommends practices that have been piloted in
Indiana or have been implemented in peer states with
positive results. The main benefits expected from these
recommendations are an increase in invoice collection
rates, increase in the number of invoices due to better
association between the crash report and DSP, and an
increase in the invoice amount per crash by applying
and overhead and administration fees.
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APPENDIX
Figure A.1: May 2010 survey for US states
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Figure A.2: July 2010 survey for US states
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Figure A.3: North Carolina pilot program memorandum
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Figure A.4 US231 CR800N invoice
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Figure A.5: I65 193.4 SB invoice
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Figure A.6: I65 197.4 SB invoice
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Figure A.7: SR 135 @ Landmark Avenue invoice
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Figure A.8: SR56 EB Near NE Dubois Rd invoice
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Figure A.9: ARIES query criteria fields (79)
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